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RightCrowd Evacuation Management
24/7 accountability for your most valuable assets.

Accurate Evacuation Management

on site in an emergency. The solution automatically identifies and

In an evacuation, do you have a quick and accurate method to

The system provides real-time reporting to security personnel of

accounts for everyone that has entered or exited a facility.

account for every employee, contractor and visitor?

users last known location and updates reports as individuals have

Evacuation situations demand simple, dynamic personnel location

to focus in on locating specific individuals and areas instead of

information to guide evacuation response. Pinpointing where first
responders should look can improve emergency response and
safety outcomes. Many organizations have also recognized that
in an evacuation, eliminating muster stations need to be an easy

safely evacuated during an emergency. First responders are able
searching the entire premises for any people remaining inside.
Employees, contractors, and visitors wear RightCrowd enabled
IDs that are clearly visible and simply evacuate without having to

adjustment for everyone to comply with.		

tap or swipe. Mustering status reports update the count of how

RightCrowd Evacuation Management is a life safety system

personnel can “check off” users using a mobile device in case they

providing an accurate real-time status update of everyone present

many users remain inside as an evacuation progresses. Safety
were missed by the system as they exited.

Identify and Account for Everyone
that has Entered or Exited

Know How Many Users Still Remain
Inside as the Evacuation Progresses

Automatically detect all users as they pass

Improve emergency response and save lives

critical checkpoints in the facility.

with near real-time location data.

Manually "Check Off" Users Using A
Mobile Device

Access to On-Demand Location
Snapshots

No need to worry that someone will remain

Know who is present at any location at any

on the “still inside” roster should they not be

time. Verify that no unauthorized users are in

properly read by the system as they exit.

restricted areas.

Why choose RightCrowd?
Founded in 2004, RightCrowd is a leading provider of
compliance, security and safety solutions to some of the
world’s largest companies.
Our award-winning solutions are trusted by ASX 10 and
Fortune 50 companies and have helped businesses of all
sizes to redefine their security and compliance programs,
delivering improved productivity, at lower cost.

Features of RightCrowd Evacuation
Management

Experienced
RightCrowd has built up +15 years
of experience in automating physical
security, safety and compliance

Enhanced decision making during dynamic emergency

processes.

situations
Quickly and accurately know everyone’s location & safety
Dimensional maps for every covered location
Easy to deploy, everyone simply has to wear their assigned
or visitor ID so it is clearly visible at all times.

Enterprise focus
We understand the complexities of
managing access control in large
international organizations. That is our
sweet spot.

No need to tap or swipe as everyone exits the facility
Reduce response time by knowing who and where to
focus your search

Customer First
We are not a mass market product

Eliminate the need for muster stations

vendor. Every customer counts, and we
want each product implementation to be
successful.
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